Generalized Coddington equations found via an operator method.
Generalized Coddington equations allow the optical properties of an arbitrarily oriented incoming astigmatic ray bundle to be found following refraction by an arbitrary surface. Generalized Coddington equations are developed using the abstract concept of vergence and refraction operators. After suitable incoming vergence and refraction operators have been formed, these operators are re-expressed in a common coordinate system via similarity transformations created from the series of space rotations necessary to align the coordinate systems. The transformed operators are then added together to produce the vergence operator of the refracted ray bundle. When properly applied, these generalized Coddington equations may be used with complex wavefronts and complex refracting surfaces if local surface curvature properties are known for both where the two intersect. The generalized Coddington equations are given in matrix form so that they may be easily implemented.